
We moderns, influenced by our materialist and mechanical worldview, think a lot
about the causes of things. We use disease processes to explain human behavior,
climate causes to explain natural terrain, evolutionary processes to explain animal
features, and economic principles to explain product and service supply and
demand. To us, everything has a cause; it’s just up to us and our increasingly
powerful scientific tools to find it. But that’s not the way the ancient Israelites and
their friends and enemies thought about things. And it’s not necessarily the best way
to think about the Bible, Israel, or the human events and experiences the Bible
records taking place in and around ancient Israel. Teleology is the study not of
causes but of purposes. When teleology sees a phenomenon, whether a marriage,
war, aqueduct project, famine, treaty, or palace construction, it pursues the design
and purpose of the thing. Everything in the world has a place and purpose, teleology
might teach us. When things go awry, the purpose may just be wrong or out of
place.

Teleology can be a great teacher
in the study of Israel’s lands and
the Bible’s account of Israel’s
history. God certainly had a
purpose for Israel and its great
and lesser figures. Each of those
figures either understood or
failed to understand their
God-given purpose. Some were
fit to be kings but refused the
assignment. Others were fit only

to follow but decided to be kings. Some Bible figures, like king David, so closely
aligned their purpose to God’s desire that they left an unmistakable, even richly
divine, legacy. Other Bible figures so badly mistook the proper purposes of
opportunities, events, resources, allies, and enemies as to wreak havoc across
Israel’s landscape. One sees deep in Israel’s excavated ruins an integrative story of
God’s design and God’s purpose for Israel. Read the Bible and consider the history
and role of Israel with an appreciation for God’s design and purpose.


